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Introduction
“Get off the road, or I’m gonna run you over!”[1] Threats akin to this are often
hurled at bicycle commuters[2] because many motorists do not believe that cyclists
should be riding in the street.[3] Initially, cities did not construct smooth streets
exclusively for automobiles. At the turn of the twentieth century, “cyclists were a
prime force in the Good Roads Movement, and literally paved the way for the
automobile age.”[4] Thanks to technological developments, motorized
transportation followed bicycles and very quickly, cars, bikes, horses, and
pedestrians were sharing the roads of America. This diversity (in an evolving mix)
continues today, and with that in mind, the urban grid should accommodate
modes of transportation as varied as its inhabitants and their needs.[5]
During construction of most American cities, consideration for bicyclists fell by
the wayside and planners began designing roads primarily for automobiles. The
current trend in America supports the proliferation of bicycle commuting,[6] but
the strain of inadequate facilities in existing infrastructure has curbed its
growth.[7] Congress has codified a requirement for the integration of bike
facilities[8] in all new construction and all reconstruction projects.[9] On multiple
occasions, federal legislation has not only reinforced this law but also
accompanied it with support from various funding sources.[10]
Despite favorable policy implemented by the federal government, the creation of
bike lanes and the growth of bicycle commuting have been inhibited by a lack of
validation. Motorists do not believe that bicycle commuters have a place in the
streets,[11] and local governments’ attempts to construct lanes in existing
infrastructure have been challenged as a violation of the Fifth Amendment’s
Takings Clause,[12] particularly in regards to property exaction.[13] The Supreme
Court has extended its test for violations of the Takings Clause by requiring the
government to prove that there is a “rough proportionality”[14] between the private
land dedication and a “legitimate state interest.”[15]

As more communities develop bike lanes, facts supporting a legitimate state
interest also grow. Reducing dependency on motorized transportation helps
reduce harmful emissions,[16] bettering the health of the environment[17] and the
human population.[18] Additionally, exercise from bicycle commuting promotes
the health of citizens individually,[19] lowering society’s overall costs of mortality
and morbidity.[20] Contrary to popular criticism, an increase in bicycle commuting
has also proven to boost local economies.[21]
In order to increase bicycle commuting in America, local governments should
harness the assistance available at the federal level and use evolving evidence to
prove bike lanes’ proportionality.
The aim of this article is threefold: first, to describe the evolution of the Court’s
test for Takings Clause violations; second, to recognize the resources available to
build the proper biking facilities; and finally to present the evidence needed to
justify government exaction[22] for bike lanes by emphasizing the positive
benefits associated with bike commuting.
Background
As an extension to the introduction, this section showcases public misconceptions
and the evolution of bicycle commuters’ right to the road.
a. In the Eyes of the Law.
Courts categorized bicycles as vehicles in some of the very first disputes regarding
their use,[23] and as such, they allowed them the right to use the road.[24] The
National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and Ordinances (NCUTLO) has
declassified them as vehicles per se,[25] but has “granted all of the rights” and
subjected them “to all the duties applicable to the driver of a vehicle.”[26] This
declaration was made on the national level, and it ensures that the bicycle
commuter shall have a place to ride – the road.[27]
One seminal bike law case, which proved to be a long, hard-fought battle, was City
of Trotwood v. Selz.[28] Counsel for the commuter, “Bike Lawyer” Steve Magas of
Cincinnati, articulated several points justifying the bike’s place on the
road.[29] Particularly, a bicyclist does not “imped[e] traffic, he [is] traffic…[s]o he

now becomes one thread in the fabric of traffic.”[30] Certainly, there is an inherent
danger to riding a bike on the road and in some places, even in designated bike
lanes,[31] but this is a risk that commuters have the right to assume.
b. Obstacles.
The vast majority of bicycle use is limited to recreational riding or exercising[32] on
bike paths.[33] Unfortunately, the fear of cars coupled with improperly maintained
lanes also contributes to minimal ridership. [34] These are important facts because
a majority of Americans would like to be biking more than they are
currently.[35] The status quo is insufficient, and it must be improved.
In cities without sufficient biking infrastructure, commuters struggle for a place to
ride. A misconception in this country is that bicycles belong on the
sidewalk. [36] The error in this view is prevalent in the suggestion itself – ride on
the sidewalk . Riding a bicycle on a narrow path used for walking is dangerous
and should not be allowed.[37] There is no national restriction of sidewalk riding;
instead, each state determines how to regulate it.[38] Even if local law prohibits
sidewalk riding, there is often a lack of enforcement, which can be
bothersome[39] and sometimes, deadly.[40] In communities without proper
infrastructure, bicycle commuters are driven to the sidewalk.[41] People who
choose to follow the law and stay off the sidewalk either ride in fear, or they
submit to life without biking.[42] In order to fix this problem, cities should work to
install proper bike lanes.[43]
Increasing bicycle commuting is not a universally accepted cause. The
construction of bike lanes in new cities and towns is not a contested endeavor,
and in fact, federal law requires that it be considered and implemented.[44] Bike
lane development becomes controversial when it involves reconstruction of
existing infrastructure. When cities propose to install a proper bike facility on a
previously established street, the neighborhoods involved will almost instantly
mount an attack.[45] Shop keepers claim that it will kill economic activity,[46] and
motorists argue that it will escalate traffic congestion.[47] Politicians also attempt
to rally behind purported pejorative public sentiment in order to gain appeal from
what they believe is the majority’s mindset.[48] On the contrary, most people will

choose to approve of bike lanes after they have had a chance to try
them.[49] Gaining public support is vital to mitigating delays in development.[50]
The High Court’s Hurdle
When the installation of lanes involves an exaction[51] of private property,[52] the
state runs the risk of violating the Fifth Amendment’s Takings Clause.[53] The
Supreme Court developed an essential nexus test to determine whether a state
action violates this clause in Nollan v. Cal. Coastal Com.[54] “Nollan required that
the exaction sought by local government be substantially related to the harms
imposed by the development.” [55] In its most recent opinion regarding
exactions and the takings clause, Dolan v. City of Tigard, the Court had the
opportunity to reconsider the constitutionality of property exaction as it pertained
to dedication of private property development.[56] Specifically, Dolan addressed
the state’s interest in bike lanes.[57] Instead of simply applying the Nollan test, the
Court added a second prong requiring the state to show a certain extent of “rough
proportionality.”[58] In 1995, at the time of the decision, the state was unequipped
to make their case and consequently, failed this test.[59] Dolan has not been
overruled, but that should not stifle bike lane construction because municipalities
are now in a better position to pass the test. Data which were previously
unavailable may now be used to prove that bike lanes fulfill a legitimate public
interest.
Critics of the Supreme Court’s opinions in Nollan[60] and Dolan claim that they
“establish significant limitations on the use of exactions.”[61] One solution
suggests sidestepping the test by using eminent domain.[62] Another proposes
formulating a new test based on intrinsic fairness.[63] However, the Supreme
Court’s development of a more stringent test was well-founded.[64] The sanctity of
property rights is of utmost importance, and courts on every level should defend
landowners from the potentially far-reaching arm of the government. The test
developed in Nollan and Dolan has already been re-affirmed in a subsequent
decision by the Court,[65] so advocating for its replacement is not the most
practical option.
Instead, when attempting to prove the rough proportionality between a
government exaction for bike lanes and a private landowner’s proposed

development, city officials should use the ample evidence available from
previously established, successful Bicycle Friendly Communities (BFC’s). Dolan
argued, and the Supreme Court agreed, that the city failed to identify any “special
quantifiable burdens” created by Dolan’s new store which justified the city’s landdedication required of her.[66] Arguably, a municipality’s interest in relieving
traffic congestion is easily associated with dedicating land for the purpose of
pedestrian and bicycle pathways, which not only provide, but encourage
alternative means of transportation on public roads.[67] One scholar believes that
this connection was clearly established,[68] but the Court was correct in dismissing
the inexact proof.[69] In 1994, the proper evidence was not available to the city of
Tigard (or any other city hoping to justify an exaction for the purpose of bike lane
installation), but now, it is.
Show Me the Money
American government on every level is committed to the success of bike
lanes.[70] The following illustrates all of the tools available, which enable federal
and local governments to enhance cities by providing citizens with safe, wellmaintained bike lane infrastructure.[71]
Congress has passed helpful bicycle legislation multiple times since the early
1970s.[72] They have implemented acts that funnel federal funding to the local
level and aid transportation projects, including bike lane installation.[73] The
Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973 was the first time bicycle priorities were actually
codified.[74] What funding had previously been used solely for the maintenance
and development of the interstate transportation system is now potentially open
for bike lanes.[75] The Act added § 217 to 23 U.S.C.,[76] a massive victory for bicycle
commuters. Previously, there was no federal funding available for any modes of
transportation other than automobiles. This statute furthers the cause of bicycle
commuting by specifying that eligible projects be designated for transportation
purposes rather than merely recreation.[77]
Proper funding is critical to bike lane success; without money, there is no way to
construct the facilities needed for safe bicycle travel.[78] After the Federal-aid
Highway Act of 1973 opened the door to federal funding, the Intermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991[79] expanded it significantly by

allocating funds from several specific government programs.[80] Congress realized
the potential bicycle-use has in reaching various goals, such as improved air
quality, a reduction in energy costs, relieved traffic congestion, and generally
helping lower transportation costs.[81] Constructing more bike lanes goes beyond
offering a transportation alternative and actually provides several ulterior
benefits.
Despite the government’s positive disposition and correlative congressional action
for bike lanes, bicycling and pedestrian casualties “remain stubbornly high,” while
the amount persons biking and walking “remains frustratingly low” and
communities continue to develop without much regard to alternative means of
transportation.[82]
In order to increase bicycle commuting in America, local leaders must utilize the
federal funding available to build bike lanes.[83] Opinions vary greatly in respect to
solving the "urban transport problem," however the general goal is to find
the "best solutions given the resources available ”The challenge for planners,
engineers and various types of roadway-users is striking a between competing
interests within "a limited amount of right-of-way.”[84] This challenge was
articulated by the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) in its policy
statement Accommodating Bicycle and Pedestrian Travel: A Recommended
Approach.[85]
When planning bike lane developments, States and Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOS) are clearly instructed to compile two documents: a Longrange Transportation Plan and a Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) or
Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP).[86] The League of
American Bicyclists recommends that MPOs use a specific ten-point plan in order
to build a BFC. [87] These ten points provide a bit more specific guidance than the
USDOT’s policy statement and give municipalities concrete instructions for
planning.[88]
Biking with Benefits
“Public support for bike infrastructure and programming depends on one
crucial concept: that more biking benefits people whether or not they ever ride a
bike themselves.”[89]

The positive benefits of bike lanes and corresponding bicycle commuting help
prove the degree of the state’s interest in reducing emissions, improving the
health of its citizens, and bolstering economies.
The use of automobiles has been directly linked to an increase in harmful
greenhouse gases. [90] Congress has acted to solve this problem by passing the
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) program as part of ISTEA to help
fund bike lane construction.[91] The Nonmotorized Transportation Pilot Program
(NTPP) was created as part of SAFETEA-LU to measure benefits of bike lane
construction,[92] which produced positive results.[93]
An effective solution to America’s chronic disease problem[94] is substituting our
sedentary mode of transport in the automobile with an increasing amount of
bicycle commuting.[95] BFC’s proved that providing proper bike lane
infrastructure allows their citizens to bike more, become healthier,[96] and save a
tremendous amount of money.[97]
Finally, there is a misconception that bike lanes hamper economic activity.[98] In
fact, the opposite has proven to be true.[99] BFC’s throughout the country are
experiencing the positive effects that bike lanes have on business.[100]
Conclusion
The government has a legitimate interest in bike lanes for several convincing
reasons. Not only is there an ever-increasing popularity in pedal-powered
transport, but the upshot of its use affects far more than the rider alone. The
precious resource of land can be harvested for this less-frequently considered
mode of transportation, and we can all benefit, both individually and societally.
The featured mode not only promotes the health of its users but also the health of
the environments and economies it travels. The myriad of benefits from bicycle
commuting may now be quantified, allowing the government to successfully
substantiate its interest in building bike lane infrastructure.
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